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Quorum Controversy Clouds SGA Elections
By COLEY WARD

news editor
The Student Government Association held its annual elections on .
April 20 and 21, and winners were
announced April 22. Less than a week
later, several candidates are calling
the results of that election into question.
Rob Knake, editor of The College
Voice and a candidate for JUdiciary
Board Chair, has been the most vocal critic of the Election Board.
Knake addressed the SGA on Thursday, April 27, claiming a violation of
three C-Book policies: failure to meet
quorum, failure to check identification, and failure to post voting rules.
Knake pointed to Section 4C of
the Connecticut College C-Book,
saying "The procedure for handling
an election that was communicated
10 the students in the C-Book is different from the one employed by the
Election Committee."
The SGA countered these accusations with the claim that the CBook currently in circulation is not
valid. According to members of the
SGA, the C-Book had been amended
at the end of last year.
Election Committee Chair Tomas
Burcaw '00 recounted the specifics
of the situation, saying "Last year
One of the approximately 700 students
(Erik) Gammell '00, me, (Matthew)
C-Book on file in the Office of StuCipriano '00, Scott Montemerlo '01
dent Life did contain the quorum reand some other SGA members J can't
quirement. She originally and still
recall off hand, sat down with the does maintain that the C-Book had
quest to make changes in the policies.
been amended to omit such a requireThe current copy that Erik Gammell
ment.
'00 has was passed through SGA last
The debate about quorum is not a
year."
recently occurring phenomenon.
It is this copy that Burcaw claims
Three years ago, Sam Foreman '98,
is the official version of the '99-'00
President of the Class of 1998, proC-Book. Unfortunately, the changes
posed the changes that are at the cenmade by Burcaw and his committee,
ter of debate. Foreman expressed that,
including the decision to emit a quo- based on his experience, quorum was
rum regulation, were not printed in not necessary because it was not althe edition of the C-Book that was ways met. "I did draft a proposal to
made available to students at the be- eliminate quorum, but it was passed
ginning of the academic year, nor was with a number of amendments," said
it included in the version found on Foreman. "But," he 'added, "I don't
the college website. The College
know where it was recorded."
Voice was unable to acquire a copy
No records of the amendment
of the C-Book omitting the quorum
exist. The changes made by SGA last
requirement, though Erik Gammell
year involving quorum were an at'00 did supply the newspaper with a tempt to finaIJy put into effect those
two-page printout from his computer
changes proposed by Foreman two
that contained the amendments.
years before; or, at least some of those
When first approached about the proposals. Foreman notes that there
violation
of quorum.
Dean
were a number of other policy
WoodBrooks was sure that the re- changes, including those regarding
quirement had been removed and was finances, passed during the 1996surprised to find that the copy of the
1997 academic year that were also

Conn Receives Surdna Grant
Bv JORDAN WILLCOX
staff writer
The Surdna Foundation has recently offered Connecticut College a
planning grant of $15,000 as a token
of appreciation and support for the
actions being undertaken by the college to revitalize the underdeveloped
areas of New London.
The Surdna Foundation, Inc. is a
private grant-making organization in
its 83rd year of operations and is
based in New York state. The foundation has a long, noteworthy history
of lending financial aid to institutions
that appear to be executing successful societal support programs, as welJ
as directly reinforcing existing philanthropic organizations.
The Connecticut ColJege administration has decided to channel the
money into its New London initiatives immediately. To state the administration verbatim, it seeks to use the
received funds to "engage local citizens in discussions of their hopes for
the future of New London and begin
work on planning ways the commu-

nity can realize those hopes." It has
assumed that the citizens are willing
to discuss issues of economic opportunity, health and wellness, early
childhood development, K-12 education and the arts, humanities and public spaces. It has assigned this mission to the college's Holleran Center
for Community Action and Public
Policy, with support of unspecified
partner organizations.
The grant will specifically be
used to organize and initiate the discussion process, to "recruit citizen
participants" and to otherwise facilitate the development of the interactive process. The information gathered will be used to improve the
College's understanding of the necessary steps the ColJege should next
take in its continual
effort to
strengthen the rapport between the
New London community and itself.
These discussions, which will focus on the Briarcliff area, constitute
only the first step in a larger plan to
engender a massive scale of citizen
participation in the New London revitalization on a city-wide level.

Yale Economist LoU to
Lecture on Gun Control
An economist by training, Lott is issue that too often is debated on pure
the author of More Guns, Less Crime
emotion. And' if you still disagree
(U. Chicago, 1998), a study that ana- with Lott, at least you will know what
lyzes 18 years worth of crime statiswill be required to rebut a case that
tics from the FBI. Focusing on conlooks pretty near bulletproof."
cealed handgun laws, the book examNobel Prize-winning economist
ines statistics from the forty-two
Milton Friedman, in his review of the
states that have adopted laws allowbook, noted that, perhaps, one of the
most interesting aspects of the book
ing citizens to obtain permits to carry
concealed weapons. The thrust of his is the chapter "which documents how
conclusions is that guns are not the far 'politically correct' vested intercause of crime, but instead, they can ests are willing to go denigrate anyactually be extremely useful as a one who dares disagree with them.
John Lott has done us all a service
measure against it.
by his thorough, thoughtful scholarly
Lou's speeches have been broadcast on C-SPAN. He has also ap- approach to a highly controversial
issue."
.
peared prominently in the News secSome have questioned the validtions and on the editorial pages of the
ity of Lott's position. Handgun VIONew York Times, the Wall Street Jourlence, Inc., has been a particularly
nal, and the Washington Post.
vocal critic of Lott and his study.
While many assume, from Lett's
position on gun control, that he IS a They question the validity of his data
and the degree to which an academic
radical right-winger, he has said that
he is "all over the map" when It should attempt to influence public
policy.
.
COmesto his politics. "I am not a lob"This is an exciting opportUOlty
byist or a politician. I am a scholar,"
to have scholar of national, if not
he said.
Lott's book has been the topic of world, importance com~ to campu~:'
said Minor Myers, a hIstOry major
intense debate. Peter Coy, reviewing More Guns, Less Crime, in Busi~
~<S Week, noted t!l4!tthe reward to
SEE GUN
evaluating Lott's argtrment "is that
continued on page 6
you will have a firm grounding in an
-\
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Gaudiani Re-elected
President of NLDC
By COLEY WARD
news editor
Sandwiched between wine and
cheese and a sumptuous surf and turf
dinner, the New London Development Corporation held its annual
meeting on Wednesday. Highlights of
the evening included the election of
more than seventy new members to
the NLDC and a presentation by construction and management
firm
Corcoran Jennison.
President of the NLDC Claire
Gaudiani, along with the other executiveofficers oftheNLDC, was unanimously reelected. She addressed the
assembly, thanking the NLDC staff,
city and state agencies, Gov. John G.
Rowland and the city council. Said
Gaudiani, "We have a city council
that has had an enormous capacity for
making decisions that will benefit the
city in the long run, not just in the

,
who voted in last week's Student Government elections. (Trevor Brown)
not put in the C-Book. None of those
changes are on record either.
Burcaw further described the process behind the most recent C-Book
revision, saying "Basically, what happened was we reviewed everything
that was done (by the SGA and Foreman) and not put in the C-Book." He
noted that the quorum rule had in fact
been inactive for the last two years,
stating "It had been passed yet ignored for two years. So what you

ELECTION RESULTS
SGA President
302 Scott (Scooter) Montemerlo
170 David McMurtry
135 Jeffry Cook
88 Abstain
SGA Vice-President
271 Brendan Meehan
215 Kedar Koirala
104 Abstain
60 Kim Hillenbrand

consider the C-Book is notin fact the
C-Book."
Knake said "I believe that there
is a proper procedure for amending
the C-Book. The SGA made a change
in policy based on oral records. That
is not the way things are done. What
is in the C-Book, posted on the web
and on file in Dean Woodbrooks' office is what the Election Committee
should go by."

143 Matt Samet
Judiciary Board Chair
358 Abstain
285 Daniel de<:ecchis
52 RobKnake
Chair of Academic Affairs
484 Vedat Gashi
123 Abstain
88 Charles Olsher
Chair of Resid.ential Life
393 Dana Cia!fi

302,Abstain

~

324 Mny (AOD)O'DonneIl

238Abatain

Cl\airol~MW..

477 Colman Long
218Abstaln

COll..OOE

short run."
One of those decisions was to request $50 million from the state to
finish the Municipal Development
Program (MOP). This is especially
important since there is currently no
state funding going into improving
downtown.
Speaking on behalf of the NLDC,
Gaudiani said long-term goals were
to "increase the number of jobs, increase the tax base, and to improve
the quality of life." She spoke cautiously about the future, praising the
strides made to date and warning of
the struggle ahead.
"I could tell you all that this year
will not be simple, but if I told you
differently you'd all mark me down
as a liar in your address books." She
added, "The bad news is we're not
SEENLDC

continued on page 3

Earth Day at Conn Focuses
on Spirituality, Clean Energy
By CHRIS CIARMIELLO
senior editor
Spirituality and clean energy will
be the focuses of Earth Day 2000 at
Connecticut College, as a full day of
speakers and performers are scheduled for this Sunday's celebration.
'There's a huge focus on spirituality" in relation to the environment,
CC Earth Day Committe Chair
Jonathan Moneta said. To establish
this spiritual tone, the day's activities
will begin with Yoga on the green at
9:00 a.rn., along. with a sun salutation. At 9:30 a.m., breakfast will be
served while the animated adaptation
of Dr. Seuss' environment tale The
Lorax is shown.
Moneta said that "this is the most
organized [Earth Day] has been in a
while," adding that this year will feature the greatest diversity of events
in recent memory.
At 11 :30 a.m., folk singer Tom
Calinan be the first of several guests
to take the stage. He will perform
"Songs for Earth," a collection of
songs that promote enviromental

awareness.
Tim Keating,
founder
of
Rainforest Relief, a non-profit organization working to stop the use of
unsustainable rain forest materials,
wiU discuss the need to put an end to
the use of these materials at 12:40
p.m.
Keating's discussion will be directly linked to the Earth Day 2000
theme of using clean energy and sustainable resources to try and stop global warming. Earth Day Network
2000 explains, "A rapid transition to
energy efficiency and renewable energy SOurces will combat global
warming, protect human health, create new jobs, and ensure a secure affordable energy future. In contrast,
our reliance on coal, oil, and nuclear
power imperils the world's climate,
fouls the environment, harms human
health, and results in the proliferation
of nuclear materials . . . The choice
is clear: we can meet our energy

SEEEARTH DAY
continued on page 6

Floralia 2000:the Bands and the Booze Exposed
More Food and
Fun at Floralia
2000
By ROB KNAKE
editor-in-chief

Foxtrot Zulu leads Group Bands from On and Off Campus
Aiso performing next weekend
are The Reducers, a New London
a&e editor
based band that formed back in 1979.
Floralia's mainstage musical
Influenced by punk bands like the
lineup this year may not contain esSex Pistols and the Clash, The Repecially well known bands, but the ducers also glean much of theITstyle
wide range of styles represented wi!-! from Pub Rock bands mcludI.nll
undoubtedly cater to any music fan s Rockpile and Dr. Feelgood. A VIStt
taste. The five campus bands schedto the band's website is all you need
uled to perform also promise some
to see that. they are beyond excl~ed
new and exciting additions to the
about playing Floralta--one section
regular routine. Hip-hop, funk, blues,
reads, ''There are two new conftrrned
rock and jazz are just a sampling of gigs, and more in the works. Finally!"
what's in store over the course of the
JuraSSIC 5, a band claiming to
weekend.
prove that ''hip-hop music is alive and
Perhaps the most recognizable
'Yell," will ~dd t? the Floralia festiviname on the schedule is Foxtrot Zulu,
ties. JuraSSIC5 IS from Los Angeles
a groove-rock band that has had enorand 'consists of four MCs and two
mous concert success. The band's
DJs. According to their website, ''The
instruments of choice include guitar,
group spends as much time on their
saxophone, mandolin, trumpet, bass
live show ~s they do in ~e st?-dio and
and drums, all blending to create a the perfection on stage IS quite clear.
unique sound that is sure to be es"eIt's. dynamic event that must be ~~cially appealing to Phish fans. Praise
penenced to be fully apprecIated.
for Foxtrot Zulu abounds: Paige
Bumpus, another funk/hip-hop
McIntyre
of Maryland
Music
band, will also be performing.
Monthly says, "Foxtrot Zulu are like
Formed in 1994, Bumpus have been
higWy compressed carbonation that
constantly experimenting with their
has been vigorously shaken before
sound over the years. They say that
performing on stage." And Christina
now "the sound is expandmg and
Knass oQhe Toronto Sun says they
no~e of us ~w exac~y what. we're
"stand apart from the endless stream
domg. It's fun and it s mUSICand
of groove-loving jam bands."
that's not too bad."
By REBEKAH PAGE

The New ~ork City band, Groove
ColJective, blends live funk, hip-hop,
jazz, Alto-Cuban and soul, creating
a musical atmosphere in which there
are "no .more barriers, no more forced
separations between mUS,I,calstyles,
c~ltures or SOCIalclasses. Th~ md!VIdual styles do not disappear 10 this
combination, but rather have predomlD~nce m vanous song~. Groove
Collective has performed WIthJames
Brown, the Dave Matthews Band,
Tupac Shakur, Pharcyde, Natalie
Merchant, Erykah Badu, Isaac Hayes
and The Roots.
The Conn campus bands also
pronuse to be exciting additions to
the Floralia lineup. After the Pap (formerly known as Leslie, Karen and
Friends) will be one such band to
grace ,the stage n.ext weeken~J. The
group s members include Leslie Carr
and Karen MItchell (vocals and
acoustIC gUItars) as well as Rob
Seward (bass) and Sean Greenhalgh
(drums). Greenhalgh, preSIdent ?f
MOB ROC, compare~ the band s
sound to the indIgo. GITls. ~e adds
that After the Pap WIll offer a more
SEE FLORALIA

BANDS
continued on page 6

After clashing over the issue of
age-identifying bracelets, the Floralia
Review Task Force and the Office of
Student Life are both supporting a
laundry list of changes to make the
event safer and more fun.
"We are putting aside the issue
of the bracelets and focusing on other
issues like having more activities and
more food to eat," said one task force
member.
"I am very enthusiastic about the
new additions to Floralia such as
more amusements, more food and
more music," said Student Activities
Coordinator Chair Amy O'Donnell.
The list of carnival amusements includes two obstacle courses, a swirly
slide, j umbo boxing and moon
bounce. However, the favorite inflatable of last year will not be returning.
"Unfortunately,
the shark
drowned. However. we have found
ample
replacements,"
said
O'Donnell. She believes that fried
dough, glow-in-the-dark cups and a
predicted forecast of sun will offset
the loss, as well as will the better
food.
"After dining services stops service. we hope to serve a variety of
dinner foods," said O'Donnell. "Possibilities are Dominos, Paul's Pasta,
the Bayou, Scully's, Margaritas and
more." The Oasis will serve food as
usual.
Kristine Cyr Goodwin, Director
of Residential Life, was very happy
with the task force's willingness to
put aside the issue of bracelets and
come up with other ways to make the
day better for everyone. "The task
force," said Goodwin, "has worked
very hard to make this day enjoyable
for more people because in the past
some people have left campus to
avoid the day."
Scott McEver, Director of Student Activities, was equally pleased.
Said McEver, "I think the task force
did a good job addressing OUrconcerns, and I hope that everyone will
enjoy the day more because of it."
SEE FUN

FLOIMLIA
COntinuedon page 6
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Students Criticize Recent
I-Board Decision

I.
ti on seems to take stock in these
that all the a~Jlllmstrav~d image and not the qUality. of
days IS Conn s perce: dents" 1 disagree. I work very
LUKE M. JOHNSON
A&EEoITOR
life or happiness of ~ u administrators and students,' to
SPORTSEDITOR
To
the
Editor:
MICHAEL J. STEWART
Rebekah Page
hard, as do many ot e~onnnunity is a place where ALL
Cbarles Hassell
Recent proceeding in the Judiciary Board have high- ensure that this cOllege
d can enjoy a variety of fun
h1
lighted significant problems in the Honor Code's judgeOPINION EDITOR
students
feel
cOmforta
a~st
don't think that drinking
Assoc. A&E EOITOR
Assoc. SPORTSEDITORS
ment process. Earlier this semester. a group of students
Bret Cohen
and healthy acnvmes. . J
means to that en"
Grace A1binson
Ned deBary
. drugs Is a necessary
".
caused a great deal of trouble outside the Freemen dor- alcoho I an d USIng
.
lso
wrong
in his . statement
Matt Kessler
I h
th I Mr Samet IS a
.
mitory. I do not write to condone their actions, however,
Assoc.
OPINION EDITOR
ope a.
'.
be"
the most hospltal-ndden
LA YQUT EDITORS
Matt Skeadas
the inconsistency and oppressive nature of the J-Board
Nate Avorn
that this Flor~Ia max If'th~; is the case it will not be
Sheryl Linsky
was revealed the by resulting trial. One of the students,
NatbanMee
sto~r Rather it wi11 be due to irrespon_
who was not involved in the "riot" but did, and later ad- day JO Conn
Bradley Kreit
BUSINESS MANAGER
~ie~~u~~~fc~~a~~I~ndividual~ that will jeopardize the
mitted to, pulling an additional fire alarm, was recently
Meghan Sberburn
sentenced to a semester suspension. This punishment is chances for future Floralias.
.,
f
d'
simply overzealous and certainly not the result of due
'In cone I'
USlOn,Ibelieve that the majonty
lik 0 stu
d Iems
process. In previous years, pulling a fire alarm resulted
to act
e a uh
ts at
at t II,IS co IJ ege are smart enough
,
h
in a penalty of several campus safety hours and a large Floralia, otherwise we wouldn tallow t e event to, apfine; this precedent was simply ignored in this case. There
t 11 Please make responsible choices, don t get
The Student Government
Association
means
pen a aup. in the "tales of past Flor ali as "th ey ' re ol-~"l
were
no
extenuating
circumstances
to
warrant
a
harsher
caught
they were accidental or not does not make SGA any
well: its members are we11-intentioned and have the
punishment; the convicted has received Dean's honors,
always gross exaggerations. Be safe and watch out for
less responsible for rectifying its actions.
student body's best interests at heart. That's why
plays a varsity Sport, and was not on any form of aca- one another.
At worst, SGA is guilty of disregarding estabit's so tempting to just look the other way and let
demic or social probation. Suspending an individUal, eslished regulations for amending the C-Book. Three
the recent executive elections stand, Unfortunately,
pecially one with an excellent record, punishes them more
Kristine Cyr G<>odwin
to the C-Book were apthat wouldn't do anyone any good. And The Voice, years ago, amendments
profouudly than perhaps the JUdiciary board understands.
Assistant Dean of Student Life
proved, but they were never printed. In fact, records
This gentleman will now be labeled improperly for the
bound by the Honor Code, feels it our responsibil--; ity to try and right a wrong,
.
rest of his life as a brigand, He will be cousidered second
of the amendments were lost, and today, SGA canclass by professors, employers, and grad school admisnot prove conclusively that they were ever passed.
I
The SGA's Election COmmittee did not hold their
sions comnuuees. an undeserved scar for a single foolLast year, SGA decided to include in the C-Book
elections in accordance with all regulations. At least,
ish deed. J-Board needs to consider the implications of
elements of the amendments that had been passed
they did not operate by any book to which the camtheir verdicts before doling out harsh punishment and
two years before. It was not authorized to do this.
pus community has access. This in itself is wrong,
needs to develop a process by which some consistency is
How could SGA have decided to put into practice
but we would be willing to look the other way If the
achieved. HopefUlly Chair-elect De Cecchis will begin
elections had gone uncontested.
some, but not a11, of the regulations understood to his terrn with such changes.
. l
To the Editor:
have been approved two years before? SGA did not
Rob Knake, Editor-in-Chief
of The College
1 am writing to add just one more chapter t~ OUf
have any record of exactly what changes were made,
Voice, and write-in candidate for Chair of the JudiJosh Katz '02
campus's latest saga-the ever-pressing issue o.f~~e 1de!luiary Board, went first to Tomas Burcaw, head of and it can not pick and choose which of those amendBrent McDonald '02
lifying bracelets On Floralia. I understand the irutial outments to put into action.
the Election Committee and then to SGA and conrage of the student body, as expressed by Matt Samet In
tested the election at their weekly meeting.
The SGA needs to accept responsibility for these
last week's issue. 1 just want to tell all who will listen
' .. relax.
.
. It is unfortunate that Knake is the only student
ntissteps. It inadvertently gave the students of Conto have challenged
the elections. But aside from
necticut College the wrong impression about the way
After weeks of deliherating on the Floralia Review
being the editor of this paper, Rob Knake is a memthat elections are held. The only way to rectify the
Committee, I can attest to the fact that bracelets are not
To the Editor:
some sort of punishment brought down upon the student
ber of the Connecticut College community and his
situation is to hold another election. Promising to
1 want to clarify Some points on behalf of "the ad- body hy the "evil" administration. If many students berights need to be respected.
do better next year is not good enough.
ministration" regarding Floralia. First of all, in consullieve, as Matt does, that, "this is going to do nothing more - ,
At best, SGA is guilty of making changes to the
Odds are, holding another' election will not
tation with Scott McEver, the Director of StudentActivi_
than promote irresponsible drinkiog and drug use ou the
regulations
that govern Conn's governing bodies
change the results; it will almost certainly prove to
ties; Dean WoodBrooks and Jim Miner, Director of Campart of the students," then I think the students have' an
be a great inconvenience.
It is, however, the only
without infornting its constituents. This is not somepus Safety, 1 decided to Usecolor-coded bracelets for iden- added responsihility this year. If il is believed that the
tification purposes at Horalia. We are not some random
honorable action for a body that represents a school
thing to be taken lightly. When a governing body
administration's action will cause FJoraIia to be more
that prides itself on its honor code.
members of "the administration." Secondly, while the dangerous, we, as members of this community, must step
stops infornting the people it represents of its deciFloralia Review Student Task Force disagrees with ussions, it ceases to represent those people. SGA mainEditors' Note: Editor-in-ChiefRob
Knake did not
up to the challenge. At the risk of sounding cliched or
ing bracelets, most members understand the reasoning
have any input in the writing or editing of this editains that these ontissions were accidental. Whether
preachy, in order to Save Floratia as we know it, we j~st
and prefer them to other less desirable options.
torial.
have to face the day with optintism.ln my personal OpInPlease a]low me the opportunity to explain the alterion, the best way to make Campus Safety's presence less
natives, in hopes that you will at least understand OUI
ohtrusive is to simply act responsibly and watch out.for
decision. Many schools have chosen to discontinue events
yourself and the people around you. If we all just take a
similar to FJoralia because of irresponsible behavior and little pride in Our campus and this event, some strategiunderage drinking associated with such events. We have
cally colored bracelets will not be able to lake the fun out
takena a more moderate approach: appeal to students'
of Floralia.
.
sense of responsibility and take action to limit underage
The
success
of
FJoralia
directly
stems
from
the
drinking. In an attempt to limit underage drinking, some
schools have partitioned areas for those who are of legal rnindset of the student body. Instead of spending the next
two weeks preparing to rage against the administrative
drinking age, like a pen. Tbis option isolates students
machine, ] think everyone should get excited about ,the
from one another. Another option is for campus safety
new additions to FJoralia. Honestly, it doesn't get much
to continuously ask people for identification throughout
better than Velcro and ultimate Obstacle courses, a 38 f<Jot · .,"'I,. ••
the day. All things considered, the bracelets are the best
option.
spiral slide, a moonbounce, inflatable boxing ring, roving henna tattoo artists and fortune tellers. Not to men1 take great pride in the level of maturity and respontion
more food, two stages and hands that I hear are quite
sibility of Our Sludenls. I find il difficult to helieve that
you as Studenls would let each other drink to the point of good (personal opinions withheld). In short, 1 suppose
you always have the option of hiding away in your room
needing hospitalization.
Please think about it: is alco,
~'j
to conceal the bracelet on your wrist. I don't suggest wasthol, a buzz, heing drunk, really that important to you?
'-5":
ing your time protesting, because FJoralia 2000 is going
Matt Samet's letter to the editor states, "It is a shame
".'. I
to be awesome for everyone else who attends.
'.',
I

Abigail Lewis

MANAGING EDITORS

I

SGA Needs to Take the High Road

=.""

Floralia Review Board

Member Says Bracelets

" .

Promote Responsible Drinklfl.g

Cyr Goodwin: Bracelets Best
Alternative for Floralia
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winner is qften a
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expenses, and waste
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has a superior opportunity
good person. »

of being a

- Abraham Lincoln
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A total immersion experience
Environmental science in Arizona - 16 Ivy League credits
Earth Semester/Universe Semester: September-December 2000
www.bio2.edu / 800-992-4603
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Do Stud

St ·

ents Have Rights? Seal
HEA~~:Res
For Freedom to Learn

A Nightmare Vision of Floratia 2004
NATE AVORN

I CLOSE

COVER BEFORE STRIKING

My name is Joe Anystudent (Class of .....----,
couldn't sit out on the green, in the sun, and
Over the c:U:T~ICK
8. RUTH IE CORDON
EARTH HOUSE
2006), and this is the sad story about what
create who knows what kind of chao, By
years of stud
e 0 the year, in response t
happened last year at Floralia 2004, 1 was
putting Campus Safety in a crowd ccntrcl
for ADimal L~nt CO~cerns, Students Edu ti 0
backed by numerous student organizations
drinking in my room with my friend Steve,
role, a whole semester's worth of antagonism
cam u
,lberalioD (SEAL) has ro ca ng
ODcampus. Members of SEAL have begun
We would have been ootside, with everyis generated, I wandered back to my ro m,
Datiee s;wIge policy that would ins~t r°:;'d a
the process of talking to faculty members
before Campos Safety had to fire more tear
'room Sf 0 t e use of aDimals in scieD~ e lterabout the possible implementation of such a ODeelse, bot we were onderage, and there
was DOway to drink in public, since we were
gas into the crowd to keep them within the
.gio s ~~ st';ldeDts Who have ethical e ~ as~~licy, We have !"'eD told that implementaI.....i._...
"alcohol perimeter",
..tiv'~s 0 jeClioD~ to partici atin in:n
re - ~~
,J1:, non of such a policy m~y be unlikely because strapped into the Dew and improved FLD's 1L
I was pretty shocked when, on my way back to the
'D :tles, ,The policy does DJ atte':n tt uCf, a~- (\ 7JA"7n
...\~-~ It sets such specific guidelines for professors (Floralia Limitation Devices),
The old fashioned bracelet style FLD's, first intro- dorm, I saw that Cro was on fire, There WaS a pillar of
a e. ammal use in aDY wa and P o,e muto fol1ow in regards to alternatives, In the
duced in Floralia 2000, had evolved into the FLO 3OOx, smoke rising into the air, and flames were consuming the
W~~ as the aim of SEAL 1ies in ItS aim, as
•• cJ'/cu,\, co""
process of talking to faculty about such
stu ents' rights of acadenrlc free protecting
policy, students have been told that ethics are which we were wearing, The 300x is like the big collars upper portion. Over the crackling of the blaze, I heard
that you see ODdogs wbo come from the vet, but iI'S made the fire alarm blaring. The inferno had clearly been roar'and freedo,m to object to artici dom, freedom to learn,
hard and that we who are concerned about such things
tn 10ethically or reliof metal. The idea is to prevent you from putting any- ing for hours, and Iwondered where the fire fighters were,
glOusly obJectioDable acti;'ti
should go to other schools or at least change our majors
thiDg into your mouth at all, You can't reach around the Then 1 remembered that after the third anDual "South
,states that "freedom to I I ~s, e tudeDt Bill of Rights
accordiDg to our beliefs, Should any studeDt, regardless
fUDDelshape top of it.
Campus Fire Alarm Pull-a-thon", the New LondoD Fire
'academic freedom Fre e:n IS a~ essential compoDeDt of of the belief system they hold, have to sacrifice their eduSteve and 1 had rigged an elaborate system of tubes DepartmeDt refused to come ODcampus, They said that
priate oPPortuDitie~ iD~e
to earn depends ODapprocatioD iD this way? At Connecticut College we are told
and beakers, and so we could, if we stood ODour heads,
there were so many false alarms that they couldn't possiI~,the larger communit "F assroom, ODthe campus, and that studeDts have the power to direct the course of learnsip Jim Beam out of a faucet type thiDg, It's heavy, but bly check out each ODe,
. '!!llJUs or ethical belieft r or those studeDts who~e r~li- 109 and to effect academics, This issue has receDtly been
As the flre gutted roof of the Student Center caved
10 anima] Use the '"a p e~ent them fro~ partICIpating brought up with the issue of "shared governance" and with all the built in alcohol sensors, anti-removal devices,
-ti'ms" caD oniy be p ppr~pr:
opportumlies and co~distudeDts role in the operatioD of Connecticut Col1ege, Do radio beacoDs, and shock geDerators, it's DOtsurprisiDg, iD, 1turned arouDd to go fiDd Steve, Arriving back iD my
The radio beacODso Campus Safety can beep you for doom room, I found Steve passed out on the floor, He
'to animal use,
roVI e
ough offenDg alternalives
studeDts have the power to effect the way in which this
a random breathalyzer test, and the sbock geDerator is to had druDk so much that he threw up, and it had pooled iD
., ' Through an exteD '
,
"
school operates? Do studeDts have a say in their educagive you an 'educational encouragement' in the form of the FLD collar. He was blue and coughing weakly. The
Ipolicies in peer insti:lv:e pro~ess of researching sHndar non that prevents them from having to sacrifice their
30 volts, in case you dOD'tcome to the gatehouse ODtime, device the adminiSlratioD required him to wear had, COD.policy which
UtiODS, EAL members drafted a learniDg for their ethics?
SOIleft Steve, who was already halfway through the trary to tlieir best iDteDtioDs,put Steve's life iD serious
-as·dissection pr~)?ses that alternative~ to practices such
While we uDderstand that asking the professors to alter
danger, He was binge drinking aloDe, aDd had beguD to
able to co
an dIve anlffiallaboratc:mes be made avail- certain aspects of their courses for these students may bottle that we had rigged up, and weDtto the gatehouse,
1 swiped my ID card, but there was DO ODe at the aspirate,
an attemp~~;rn~
studeDts: The p,?licy proposal is also create a nontraditional burdeD, and we completely respect
Panicked, I called the iDftrmary, The phoDe raDg aDd
'I'
' se up gUldeltDes to llOllt uDdue stress and faculty's righllo academic freedom to teach and are thank- gatehouse, All the Campus Safety Officers were at the
'drinking corral,' the only place ODcampus you could rang, and fiDally a voice answered, "HELP'" 1shouted,
:J:~sc~~troeDts
ODthe J;'art of both ,Professors aDd stu- ful for the time members of the Psychology departmeDt
. ti n o. prevent unfarr penahzanon of students ob- especIally have given us we feel such a policy is justidrink, no matter what your age. So I went on over.
"Steve needs help. He's choking!"
Campus Safety was decked out iD their 'Floralia"Welcome to the CODDecticutCollege voicemail sys{;'~ ?gJf a~al
use, The pro,posal goes,on to defiDe aca- fied to fulftll the goals ~f Connecticut Col1ege to be a
tea:c thteqUlValent alternatives (meanmg activities that diverse iostitutio? which provides eq';1alopportunity to Black' Riot gear, with the yel10w 'happy face' steDciled tern, The Iofumary does not answer, Please cal1 bet weeD
00 the face-shield, The were shoulder to shoulder, arms niDe and teD am, If this is aD emergeDcy, feel free to call
·mil
same course-relevant matenal and reqUIre a all and does not discnmmate on the baSISof religIOn. This
SI
3.! workload) and plans the creation of a committee policy has come about as a result of years of students' linked, to keep reveling students penned in, so they the Lawrence and Memorial hospital. Goodbye.
to aSSlst faCUlty aDd stude~ts iD institutiDg alternatives
problems with obtainiDg adequate alternatives to animal
~n~ to oversee alternatIves. In place. .
I
use in the science departments and of students being pre~
• • )n the course of drawmg up this proposed policy,
vented from takiDg certain courses or foliowiDg certain
SEAL obtamed more than 360 signatures of studeDt sup- majors, Should studeDts really have to choose betweeD
PQrt, receIved SGA endorsement of our efforts, and is their conscience and their education?

0"" :.~ n \\v" .,.
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accept the teDets of global capitalism, aDd by doiDg so
place lhemselves in opposition to the conventional wis·
dom of mainstream America, which is oDly very slightly
differeDt from that of CODDecticut College, And they
refuse to apologize for it. This is the sort of ideologues
that are near extinct, at least here.
In what I am sure will prove a futile attempt to do
something about it, 1have iDvited to campus lohD R. Lott,
Jr., a senior research scholar at the Yale Law chooL He
will give a lecture entitled "More Guns, Less Crimen on
Thesday, May 2 iD Ernst.
Lott's academic imprimatur is as distinguished as that
of anyoDe else (he was previously at StaDford, U, Chicago, UPeDD,Cornell, aDd UCLA), If DothiDgelse, this
illustrates that he is an intellectual force to be reckoned
witb, Yet I am cODtiDually astouDded at the ease with
which students instinctively dismiss his conclusions without even the most cursory examination of his argument.
Quarrel with his data, Dispute his methods, But don't
discard his theory without even picking it up to look at it.
And Lott should provoke and stimulate. Indeed, Steve
Shaven. Professor of Law at the Harvard Law School.
wrote that "this book will - or should - cause those
who almost reflexively support the limitation of guns in
the name of reducing crime to rethink their positions."
But 1fear that, for those who actually attend the lecture,
Lott will be unable to overcome most students' instinct
to say 'I know guns are bad. Please don't confuse me
with the facts,'
If we learn anything iD college, it oughl to be that
dogmas of any stripe are insidious and useless. We sho~ld
continualJy probe what we believe in order to assure Jts
accuracy. By discarding Lott or anyone else stu.de~!sface
a fate eloqueDtly described by JobD Stuart MdJ: If the
opinioD is right, they are deprived of the opportuDlty ?f
exchanging error for truth: if wroDg, they lose, what IS
almost as great a benefit, the clearer pe~cepti0':l ~od li,:,elier impression of truth, produced by Its colhsl01l With
error."
A friend of mine often laments students' unwillingness to engage Marxism before they instinctively dismiss
it. If Icouldn't before, Ican DOWlrUly sympathize ":Ith
his intellectual plight - so zealously do students chng
to their dogmas that they refuse to ~ven e.ntert~UlanythiDg Dew, I am 100kiDgforward to dtscusslllg tlllS at the
Lott lecture, tbat is, if anyoDe bothers to show up,

',~outh Carolina: Finding
',~beUnhappy Medium
·c

<

~IlEIT
I LEFT OF MARX
, " Thanks to the South CaroliDa Heritage FouDdatioD, I McCaiD, wheD he was running for presideDt as the candibave learned a variety of eDlighteniDg things, For ex- date who was willing to be honest, refused to comment
-arnple, the argumeDt over whether or DOtthe CODfeder- about the confederate flag issue until only receDtly (uDtil
around April tweDtieth), about the flag issue, He DOW
ate flag should fly above the capitol is simply a problem
_created by the president of the NAACP so that he can has spokeD out agaiDst the flag and apologized for not
commenting, but prior stated that it was simply a local
~keep his job - it iSD't actually because the Confederale
issue that he wouldD't discuss,
,flag is a symbol of slavery and racism. I DOWalso know
Whether or DOtthe flag sbould fly over the state capi, "that appeasiDg the NAACP by removing the Confederate,battle flag from the South CaroliDa capitol will "re- tol has a very simple, obvious answer: no, the flag should
Dot fly aDywhere over aDythiDg governmeDtal. From a
'peat Neville Chamberlin's", error iD DegotiatiDg with
moral standpoint, there doesD't really seem to be much
.Hitler," It's good to know that our collective uDderstandof an issue. The confederate flag is the symbol of a rejng of civil rights issues have progressed so far. Convolt in favor of the economic rights of White people to
versely, the NAACP (with much more logical reasoniDg)
enslave African Americans. Just as Jews would be clearly
,feels that flying the Confederate flag over the state capiappalled if somebody h\JOg a Nazi swastika iD honor of
tol is much more reminiscent of Adolf Hitler than is work"the Germans who died in World War II defending
jng for its removal by boycotting the state's economy.
Germany's rights as a country:' From a practi~al,
0, " . Finally, there is the South CarOlina state legislature,
DOmicstandpoiDt, flyiDg the CODfederate flag still makes
,which has, in an absolute feat of brilliance, solved nothinlSby moving the CODfederate flag from the top of the very little sense, SiDce JaDuary, wheo the NAACP boycott began, South Carolina has lost mor~ th~ seven mil=mate capitol building to a lo~ation i~ front of a monu,meDt outside of the state capItol. This has done the fol- lion dollars in revenue. So South CarolIna ISclearly suf,
lowing things: enraged groups such as the Daughters of feriDg so tbat it caD be morally offeDsive,
So a better question to ask is why would any ratIOnal
the. CODfederacy, who believe that theu hentage IS hemg
group of people would leave the Confede~ate flag fl~iDg
-,sold out; enraged groups like the NAACP wbo beheve
on government property? The answer IS an llIo.glCal
.that by allowing the Confederate flag to fly ~nywhere
American political goal - fiDding commOD, mIddle
-:sanctioned by the state IS, m essence, sanctlomng segr~ground. Rather than act out of m~)f.ality,o.r in the best
gation, racism, and slavery .. In other words, th~y are sU~1 interest of their state, South Caroliman legIslators have
,planniDg (with completely Just cause) to c~ntt~ue the"
acted in ways that none of them want t?, and done so~eboycott of South CaroliDa because the flag IS still there,
thing that helps nobody, Legislators 10 South CaroliDa
and members of Confederate groups feelthat the" nghts
geDerally waDt the flag to either be removed or to stay
,have been sold out by the South CaroliOlan gov~rnmeDt where it is - not moved to a slightly less VISIbleloca~on.
wbo agreed to move the flag, In the government s effort
Nobody feels that this compromise is the morali~ nght
:m-reach a happy, middle grouDd, have made everybody
thing to do, excludmg theIT.be~Iefthat c?mp~onnsmg It:ttlgry and pleased Dobody,
,
self even without accomphshing anything, IS somehow
:-:..: Further complicating ~e moderate matters IS ~heRe- mo;ally right. South CaroliDa's legislators Deed to take a
bli
arty which realtzes that only a smali fnnge of
true moral stand, get the flag removed, and actually ac'O~t~d~f.tes
~itizeDs actually feels th~t the flfag sh~uld
complish something productive. The moral ~ddle ISnot
'cOntiDue to be flowD, yet this small fnoge 0 peop e IS working, both in this case aDdiDthelarger pohtical ~pbere,
,~
f th ir loyal votiDg CODstttueDts, For example,
because nobody actually wants or likes the .IDlddleScom;ol1e 0
e ush afraid to perform his usual feDce straddle
peor!\e W. B fe;\S that this is clearly a local issue that he promises.
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Wanted:
Exterior
Painters for
Mystic,
Groton, Old
Lyrnn,
Saybrook,
Clinton Areas,
No experience
necessary,
Makeup to
$11 an hour,
Call Lee 6855729 or Will
343-9049.

Europe • Africa.
Asia. South America

1

-

•

More Than
100 Departure Cities!

- -

}

EurailpaSSes
BuS passes
Study Abroad

~.st:Jg,!#~~~
V.-.,UK
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,,. cerse com
'Studelltunl~l'g67~
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Room in private home in Old
Lyme in exchange for
babysitting a 10 yr. old child 3
nights/wk
Looking for mature
female, non-smoker who enjoys
children. (860) 434-6196.

Mexico/Caribbean or Central
America $229 r,t. Europe $169
o,w. Other world wide destinations cheap. ONLY TERRORISTS
GET YOU THERE CHEAPER!
Book ticket,Son line
www,airtech.com. or (212) 21970gp,
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NATHANMEE
Recently there has been some discontent over the
Administration's attempts to preveDt some of the damage dODeduring Floralia, Many studeDts ,areunhappy
with these attempts, feeling that they are an mfnngemeDt
UPODtheir freedoms,
Perhaps those wbo are angered by the administratioD's
so-called dictatorial control should look to find the cause
of these restrictions. In recent years Floralia has become
marked by studeDts and alumni who have vandalized the
campus, strewn litter everywhere, ~d caused dlsturbances with their iDappropriate behaVIOr,
The AdministratioD does DOthold any fault for that
activity, that guilt lies squarely ODthe shoulders of the
students.
It cannot be said that sucb activities are the natural
result of a good party, Vandalism and litteriDg are DOt
sYDoDymouswith fuD, It is perfectly possible to have a
goodlfune, enjoy the music, ~d party h~d Without causing any damage, In fact, It IS also pOSSIbleto get com-

NLDC Annual Meeting
continued from page J
there yet, The good Dews is we are ODeheck of a lot further along that path than way back iD the fall of 1997,"
Corcoran Jennison, the construction and m~agement
flfID that has put in a bid to develop the Pfizer sIte at Fort
Trumbull, presented a brief overview of their past projects
and hiDted at their future plans for work 10 the New LoDdon area.
George M, MilDe Jr" executive vice presideDt for

SOUTH SHORE LANDING SELF STORAGE
230 SHORE ROAD, OLD LYME
FLAT FEE - NO DEPOSIT - LIMITED SPACE

DON'T TAKE ALL THATSTIJFFHOME".",
5X5
$75
5XlO $125
5X15 $170
10XlO $200
IlMITED SPACE
RESERVE NOW
CALL 434-5023

Pfizer Global Research and DevelopmeDtl1nd presideDt
of the pharmaceutical fir~'s worldwide stra~egi~ and
operatioos management, pnllsed the NLDC, saymg New
LoDdoDis ODthe move and you al1deserve a lot of credn
for that."
Before adjourning the meeting. Gaudiani addressed
New LoDdon's future by recalling its past, saying "100
years from DOW,Bio-ScieDce will still be importaDL 100
years ago, whaliDg was ODthe way ouL So we,~ave pIcked
a good iDdustry for the tweDry-ruSt ceDrury,

Graduating College?
;,,~~~"ngingPositions?
erview Help?
I

Interview
eparation
(860) 767·9891
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Les Papillons: New London's Answer to the Call of French CUisIne
By MAUREEN MIESMER
associate a&e editor
Amidst diners, pizza joints and
other low-budget restaurants on State
Street in New London, Les Papillons
is a conspicuously fine example of
elegant cuisine. The relatively new
restaurant features French fare, and
although on the high end for a college student's budget, the food is definitely worth each laundry quarter.
The front door opens into the bar,
and a flight of stairs leads to a dining
room arranged like a mezzanine
around the perimeter. There is an additional dining room behind the bar
area, which is where my dining companion and 1 were seated for lunch.
The interior of the restaurant is
·heavy on dark wood and rich red
·tones, making the beautifully spa·cious area seem somewhat claustro·phobic. But a large skylight Illumi·nates the back dining room, drarnati:cally lightening up the entire space.
:The overall decor is elegant, includ: ing fresh flowers on each table, with
'the exception of large pieces of ma:rine paraphernalia that seem comi:cally out of place.
The lunch menu at Les Papillons
: is currently on the small side, offer: ing a limited but original variety of
. soups, salads and sandwiches. On
:average, prices on the lunch menu
:range from five to ten dollars. My
: guest opted for the potato leek soup,
· which she describes as "the perfect
~consistency-creamy,
but not too
:rich" and a chicken Caesar salad,
·which was "fishy, but in a good way."
·
I had the French onion soup and
: the chef's grilled chicken sandwich
· with herb butter on a toasted roll. In
~comparison to other restaurants, the
: onion soup was fantastic; the chef
e .

By REBEKAH

Chef Edward Serves Up Quiche and"::
."
C on versa ti10n at CC Downtown
.
is very promising for the risLes Popillons'facade (left), Chef Edward at CC Downtown, sharing savory tips and treats (Trevor Brown)
managed to avoid the classic mistake
My only complaint concerning
of making this delicate dish too salty . Les Papillons is with the service. Our hopefully be eliminated as word
spreads about this fantastic restauDessert, however, was by far the waitress was courteous and attentive,
rant, located downtown at 158 State
highlight of the meal. The menu of- and even the chef came out to inquire
Street. The restaurant is open Tuesfered a variety of cakes and meabout the quality of our meal. The
ringues, yet 1 chose the chef's latest problem, however, is that they had no day through Friday, II :30am to
4:00pm for lunch and 5:00pm to
creation: layers of while cake alter- choice but to be courteous and atten!0:00pm for dinner. Saturday offers
nating with chocolate mousse icing
tive-my
guest and 1 were two of dinner only, and Sunday features a
and fresh raspberries. Most cakes of only seven people dining at the resbrunch from 11 :30am-4:00pm and
this type are too rich tn enjoy fully, taurant.In fact, when we first entered
dinner from 5:00pm to 9:00pm. With
while this culinary masterpiece manthe building, we were forced to ask a pleasing atmosphere and wonderaged to balance the heavy chocolate
the bartender if they were actually
ful food, Les Papillons is an elegant
with the lightness of the cake and the
open for business.
treat for any New London diner.
fruit.
Fortunately, this problem will

PAGE
a&e editor
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. restaurant. PrevIOUS y emp oye
mg
.. ,
t Bo t
. the catering dIVISIOn a
s on
:';niversity, Chef Edwa,rd has had the
opportunity to work WIth a vanety'Qf
styles and food types. He seemed.m
especially take pride in the quality ~f
Les Papillons, commentmg on everythi g from the fresh vegetables he
to his artistry in plate presentation. The chef also had recommendations on what to order at the restaurant, citing the lamb chops and the
salmon steak as particularly well prepared.
. .
The Gourmet Series IS an attempt
to bring wonderful food, information
and entertainment to the audience at
CC Downtown, and although slightly
off the regular track, the evening with
Les Papillons still managed to fulfill
these goals. Next up on May first IS
Tony D's restaurant, and on May 1l,
CC Downtown will host a "Taste of
State Street" featuring samples from
many area ~estaurants. The event is
open to the public and doors op~n ~r
4:00pm at CC Downtown.
"

By MAUREEN MIESMER
associate a&e editor
As part of the Gourmet Series at
Connecticut College Downtown,
New London gourmets recently got
a behind the scenes glimpse into Les
Papillons. The series usually has a
restaurant prepare a dish in front of
the audience; however, on Apnl 18,
Les Papillons arrived with readymade samples of quiche and plenty
of conversation to satisfy the appetites of the curious audience.
Altbougb the restaurant veered
slightly from the traditional plan, the
evening was still entertaining and informative, The executive chef was
on-hand to answer queries concerning everything from food preparation
to his history in the culinary arts,
which provided the audience with
some backstage knowledge. Most importantly, the chef was able to showcase Les Papillons as an elegant and
inviting restaurant, which an actual
meal there soon validated.
The chef has only been at Les
Papillons three weeks, and his enthu-

us:

CCASA -Sponsored
Comic Scores Laughs
By JAY STEERE
staff writer
Elliot Chang, an Asian-American
stand-up comic from New York City,
performed at Conn last Tuesday night
to an audience that started off small
but gradually increased. What the
audience Jacked in numbers, it made
up in enthusiasm.
The intimate setting made for a
couple of great sketches put on by the
Connecticut College Comedy Group
who opened for Chang. The interesting suggestions for the improv skits
made for a cleaner and more entertaining show. After the crowd had
been warmed up, Elliot stepped in for
some stand-up.
Chang touched on all the subjects
that any college audience might idenWIth: roommates, drinking, partying and sex were all part of the act.
Pausing for a moment, Chang told us
that he was trying to keep his act
clean because there was a student's
mother in the audience, but Chang
was stunned when the mother retorted, "Moms like sex too." But
despite his focus on the classic matenal, Chang also gave his perspective
as an ASIan-Amencan living in New
York.

llry

staff writer
For over 14 years, Connecticut
College students have been forced to
live lives without musical performance. But now, voices will grace the
stage once again with the Conn theatre department's
production of
Stephen Sondheim's musical Merrily
WeRollA long in Palmer Auditorium.
Directed by Michael Schernan, a
Conn Alum, the musical has a lot of
. history behind it.
When Merrily first opened in
1980 on Broadway, it was a flop.
Though tbe music was praised, the
intricate storyline was too confusing,
and the audience couldn't follow it.
Over the next 15 years, the storyline
was rewritten, performed and then
rewritten again until the original writers were finally satisfied with its
message.

Addressing the subject of racial
may seem risky for a comic but
Chang dealt with it in a sensitiv~ yet

NIANTIC CINEMA
----

-------

279 Main Street. Niantic. CT

Movie Times: 739-6929 • Business: 739-9995
Matinee Price: $3.25

Evening Price: $3.75

NOW PLAYING

MOVIEl1MES
Hoyts Mystic 3
(860) 599-0400
Where the Hearl Is (PG13) Sat/
Sun 12:45 3:45 6:45 9:30; Fri,
Mon- Thur 3:45 6:45 9:30
Frequency (PG13) Sat/Sun
1:00
4:00 7:00 9:40;Fri, Mon- Thur
4:00 7:00 9:40
Return to Me (PG) Sat/Sun
12:30 6:30; Fri, Mon- Thur 6:30
High Fidelity (R) Fri- Thur 3:30
9:20
Hoyts Waterford 9
. (860) 442-6800

humorous
manner. As part ~of'
CCASA's Asian Awareness month
this comedic performance, which wa~
approved as a GE event, Was meant
to 'prof!Lote an understanding
.of
ASIans m our community.
. ~
Chang made light of those who
Were over-sensitive about how society perceives Asians. He also gave '3
New York perspective saying that he
liked all the dIversity in the city but
did not hide the fact that there 'was
racism. All in all, the perfonnance
was solid, as was the reaction frem
lbe crowd. HopefUlly Elliot Chang
WIll return to Conn when more students are free to see him perform.

Frequency (PG13) Fri-Thur 1:45
4:35 7:20 10:00
Where the Hearl Is (PG13) FriThur 1:30 4:15 6:55 9:50
The Fltnstones in Viva Rock
Vegas (PG) Fri-Thur 12:15 2:30
4:457:00 9:15
U-571 (PG13) Fri-Thur 11:30
2:00 4:30 7:10 9:45
Love and Basketball (PG13)
Fri-Thur 1:20 3:50 6:50 9:30
28 Days (PG13) Fri-Thur 12:00
2:25 5:05 7:30 9:55
Keeping the Faith ~'pG 13) Fri-

Thur 12:50 3:35 6:45 9,40
Rules of Engagment (R) FriThur 12:40 3:40 6:40 9:35
Erin Brockovich (R) Fri- Thur
12:30 3:30 6:30 9:25
Hoyts Groton 6
445-7469
The FUnstones in Viva Rock
Vegas (PG) Sat/Sun 11:45 2:10
4:30 7:10 9:20; Fri, Mon-Thur
4:30 7:10 9:20
U-571 (PG 13) Sat/Sun 11:30
1:00 2:00 3:50 4:40 6:30 7:20

9:20 9:50; Fri, Mon- Thur 3:50
4:50 6:30 7:20 9:20 9:50
Keeping the Faith (PG 13) Sat/
Sun 12:50 4:00 6:40 9:30; Pri,
Mon- Thur 4:00 6:40 9:30
The Road to EI Dorado (R) Sat/
Sun 12:20 2:20 4:20 7:00; Fri,
Mon-Thur 4:20 7:00
Rules of Engagement (R) Sat/
Sun 12:40 4:10 6:50 9:40; Pri,
Mon-Thur 4:106:50 9:40
The Skulls (PG 13) Fri- Thur
9:00

Where The Money Is PC 13,88 min. Fri 7:15, 9:15; Selt
3:00, 7:15, 9:15; Sun
3:00, 7:15; Mon- Thur 7:15
Mission to Mars PC, 112 min. Sat-Sun 12:45, 4:55
My Dog Skip PC, 95 min. Fri 6:45; Sat-Sun 12:30,2:30,
4:30,6:45

American Beauty R, 120 min. Fri-Sat-Sun 8:45; MOIlThur 7:30
The Cider House Rules PC 13, 129 min. Fri 6:50, 9:20;
Sat 4:15, 6:50, 9:20;
Sun 4:15, 7:10; MOn-Thur 7:10
Snow Day PC, 85 min. Sat-Sun 12:35, 2:20
Boys Don't Cry R, 120 min. Fri 7:00,9:25; Sat 4:()(), 7:(1(1,
9:25; Sun 4:00,
7:25; Mon- Thur 7:25
ger
Tig
G., 78 min. Sat-Sun 12:25, 2:15

--
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

,Lyman Allyn Dis I
Pays Zetterstrom's Portrait of Trees
Bv DAWN HOPKINS

HI'
staff write-;'
e pmg to mark the 30'h
.
sary of Earth Day th L Anmver_
.' presenti
e vman All yo
ArtM useum IS
entitled Portrait ofT.
ng an exhibit
of silver gelatin pho;.:'es, ahcollection
necticut artist Tom Ze~~ap s by Conexhibition, which will ~rstrom. This
through May 7ili is s
e On display
j::onnecticut Coile ponsored by the
.{he Southeastem ~~:rbo~etum and
Week Program. On A~:i~~~~! Earth
,~ffortto make nature and tre ' ~ In an
;/Icular a subject of
es 10 part:ellerstrom gave a g~~::~e:a::s1ect,
the works that have c
d a out
overe a span
'0 f twenty-five years.
,
Zellerstrom's
ph t
present narure in a peace~u~traphs
,ful, strong yet vUlnerable ma~n:ra~tJ;
arouses ID the viewer a
.
a
sp~ct for natural enViro~~~~~fHep,hotographs can be seen all
. IS
•
to
+:
•
OYer the
~opnuy, rrorn the LIbrary of C
(j:the John Paul Gelly Musoogress
L.os:Anl;les. With a passion f~~e~~
Wat ongmates from his father's
k
Zellerstrom uses his art wo k work,
illustrate the need for env~o~
h~l)
preservation.
en a
Zetterstrom Uses black and white
~Im for the photos because he feels
t at they are more memorable this
way and the slight abstractness of it
IS more mtellectJlal. The use of color
gives away too much and his photographs leave more to the viewer's
ImagmatlOn. FolloWing the idea of
Ansel Adams, Zellerstrom is try'
to
" .achieve " more permanence thmg
~O}OT."
an
~' . Throughout his travels around the
World, Zellerstrom has found nurneraus mtn~um~ trees. Reminiscent of
TOe.Blmr Witch Project woods two
ph.otos entitled
"Burn"
from

!I-57]:

Arts &
Entertainment
Calendar of Event
April 28th - May 5th
APRIL 28'h
Merr:ily WI' Roll Along. Th •Stephen Sondheim
mustcal will be presented by the onn theatre
department. Palmer Auditorium. 8:oop,m.
Senior Instrumental R ecital by Kristyn Mcleod,
flute; Charles Halsey, guitar; and Daniel accardi,
piano. Evans Hall. 7:30p.m.
Adam Brodsky performs at offee Grounds. 9p.m.
APRIL 291h
Merrily We Roll Along. Palmer Auditorium. 8:00p.m.

yellowstone, Wyoming (1992) and
Horse Cove Ridge" from the Joyce
Kilmer Forest, North Carolina (1994)
showed the silhouettes of thin trees
on a bright background. Another
pboto from Guatemala City depicted
a b~lOa~a tree in a bar where a
marIachi band was playing.
. DeallDg with the environmentaJ
ISSUesin his Gallery Talk, ZeUerstrom
concentrated a lot of energy on the

. Tom Zetterstrom's "Gilpin Pass" (left) and "Weepillg Birch" (right)
~~ncan ~~ he had pbotograpbed.
trait of Trees is cenainJy worth viewI at is lffipresSlve photoing. There are a wide variety of
grap s 0 one elm trees belp "Resunique trees that succeed at creatin
~Fect the elm conscH:~u~n~ss."Espe- a new respect far nature as a whole~
likallAd,mport~t are JOlrung groups
Zetterstrcm states that the beauty of
an
et °htd
lm and belplOg to pre- nature is unique and thai neither an
~~n suc Iseases as the Dutch Elm architect nor an artist could create
Isease. One photo of an American
something so wanderful or that can
~lmL~at slanfdCsnear bis bouse is at sland for so long and replenish itsetf
e I rary 0 angress.
as nature does with trees
As Earth Day approacbes, Por.

~JlC}

Escapist Adventure Aboard a Submarine

U·571

*****

With: Matthew McCollaughey, Bill

Senior Vocal Recital by Erin Munro, oprano. Evans
Hall. 3:00p.m.

Paxton, Harvey Keitel, Jon Bon ]ovi

by: Jonathan Mostow

Eastern Connecticut Symphony Orchestra. Garde
Arts Center. 8:00p.m.

WWlI submarine action flick saved
by acting and action sequences.

Bv JESSE ERDHEIM

Vi.,
staff writer

Enjoyment of U-571 depends on
; what you want to get out of it. If you
: compare Jonathan Mostow,'s new
, submarine movie to such exemplary
: war-time films as Das Boot, The Hunt
:for Red October and Crimson Tide,
you will probably think U-571 just
,recycles the traditional submarine
. ; fonnula. And this is partially true. But
'while U-571 is the epitome ofa dumb
~submarine action movie (iI's imper'sonal. iI's loud. and iI's quite violent
a PG-13 film), there's a kind of
;iIncanny coolness to it that overcomes
; ~"f its flaws.
: - : •Mathew McConaghey stars as Lt.
'Iyler, ao aspiring World War 11 satlor
·who believes he's ready to become
·the captain of a shjp. But Lt. Commander Dahlgren (Bill Paxton) tells
Tyler at a party that he didn't approve
·of 'Tyler's promotion because he did
not think his second 10 command was
prepared to make difficuJ~ decision~,
such as sacrificing the hves of hiS
·men for the mission.
,
• . A few moments after heanng
those words, Tyler and his crew .are
,called back to their boat to partICIpate in a top-secret mis~ion, the kind
of mission that could wm th~war for
the' Allies. The assignment lDvolves

:l.,r.

J

An Afternoon wi/lz a Medieval E/Ilpres': Mosaic Making
Now ~nd Then ~ill take plac from]: 0 to 4:00p.m.
at the Cumn:lIlgs alon and Manwaring Gallery.
The famJly-oflt:>ntedevent includ s d mon tration
by mosaic artists, hands n activities, and
refreslwlents. To ensue> that th r arc suffici nt
materials for all, plea • email idalt conncoll.edu or
call x2734.
Artful Liv~s ~ilm Series. PMtrai/ of Americmr
ImpresslOlltsm. Lyman Allyn. l:oop,m.

~unning time: 116 min.

Directed

Kings of Swing, featuring the Ohio Ballet dancing to
the rnu ic of Benny Go dman and Duke Ellington.
Shubert Theater, New Haven. 8:00p.m. For ticket,
call 1-800-228-6622.

APRIL30'h
fOF Life: The Rightt!JQusDiplomats photo

documentary exhibit at the Lyman Allyn opens.

Coco Joe perfonns at Greene'. Boob and Bean.s, 13p.m.
Senior Instrumental Recital by Bridget Shannon"
violin, Harkness Chapel. 3p,m.
disguising Dahlgren's U.S. submarine as a Nazi ship, boarding a disabled Nazi sub before the German
vessels arrive, impersonating the
Germans, capturing the enemy sub
with a boarding party, grabbing the
Enigma. the machine that will allow
the U.S. to crack the Nazis code for
controlling shipping lanes, and sinking the Nazi sub so the rescuing Germans won't suspect what happened.
It is here where the film kicks into
bigh gear.
While Itend to enjoy unique mms
that are well crafted, Ihave a soft spot
for good old-fashioned stories based
on courage and heroes saving the day.
U-57/ is sort oflilee a submarine version of Michael Bay's Amzageddoll,
another film I appreciated. Both movies are utterly ridiculous and shamefuJly written but have some kind of a

dimwitted escapist appeal to them
that transfonns them from dumb action movies into entertaining roller
coaster rides.
U-571 is definitely not an epic,
but it is a lot of fun if you can get
past some of the plot's inaccuracies.
For example, aboard the U.S. ship,
Tyler protests that his sailors are not
combat soldiers. Upon hearing these
counter-productive
comments the
marine in charge of the mission says
emphatically, "111 train your men."
But where does the marine train
them? On the crowded U.S. ship?
And does be even train the sailors?
There are no training scenes in the
movie.
Under the careful direction of
Jonathon Mastow, the movie's fast
paced and up close visual shots help
produce tension from the usual sub-

marine predicaments, such as the ship
diving below its set depths. Mostow,
who also directed the Kurt Rusell
thriller. Breakdown, has a knack for
creating suspense out of hackneyed
material and demonstrates these taleots in his new film.
The film's cast is also strong, including Bill Paxton, Harvey Keitel
and Mathew McConaghey. Wbite
McConaghey does nol demonSlrdte
his true acting abilities, as be did in
A Time 10 Kill and Ed1V, the actor
makes the most out of the laughable
script This is definitely not the juicy
project McConaghey needs to boost
him into the premiere male acting
category alongside the likes of Tom
Cruise and Tom Hanks. Still, even
while nOl being as carefully con.
ceived as it could have been, V-57 J
is one heck of a torpedo ride.

j\pplied Music Recital .
Enlivens Weekend RoutIne
performances were dynamic, and
OTIS·
each of the songs was introduced with
staff writer its history, and, if necessary, its trans'th
lation. This background added greatly
, : Word is out that the man on .e to the audience's appreciatIOn ofthe
'i
. I king for non-alcohohc
rf
• reet is 00
tl d
song. Each vocal pe .ormance was
t1lings to do. May I SUgg,est; :~~
accompanied by tbe plano.
.
l'!lt a student recitalmf?~ebl::' ;e perElise Daniledes '03 followed WIth
Seats are really ~o o. a d' ou ac- a saxophone solo made up of two
fonnance is enJoyable I' ~%;tcould
;"ovements from Handel's Sonata
lmilly know these peop e.
No.3. The movements chosen were
",,:more perfect?
rfonned in the adagio and the allegro. ThIS
: . Student recitals are p~
lIy in choice allowed the audIence to ex~"ans Hall or occasWenalace on
erience a range of ~uslcal skill and
"
P tJ'on. The adagIO IS a slow
n:irkness
Chape I. Th e y tak: . P t 7'30
ema
rf' mOve,.,
d
. ht and beglO a . . ment that shows off a pe . ormer s
~"dnes ay rug s'. ear and the last
d
ality while
':tJ1e. reower.e three this l'.'ednesday, so dynamic skills an tone qu
'.
h
Illlng ."
the allegrO is much faster and reqUires
Ope IS t IS co, If
have any quesa great sense of rbythm and dextenty
It'tmissou!.
you
·c depart- ·s, call Elaine, the must
of fingers.
•
t 2720
Closing the concert was a s~o.en! assistant, a x
been taking
hone quartet made lip of E!lSe
.: Students who hav'f more than
P 'I'd s '03 Michael MaSCI 00,
~i>plied music lesson~ or to erform
Dami .e puinam '02 and adjunct
Rite semester are reqUlred th~e were
Cathe~:~~ Jame~ Dygert. Soprano,
b.-recital. Last Wednesday, and one
tnStru
and baritone saxophones
D(ee solo performances
luded a alto, t~IO;epresented. The melodic
axophone quartet that InC
~ere
e between severaJ of the
. ember of the faculty.
_Harrison
lOterchang
d the harmony accom, . Singers Derek Greten
ned the instrudele~onderful
to hear.
O~and Delia Dubo~ '01 ope . The phshe W
tltIw with a range oJ'reperto ire

Music in Motion. Coast Guard Band and Eastern
Connecticut Ballet dancers perform selections from
Riverdance and pay tribute to Fred Astairc.
7:30p.m, Leamy Hall, Coast Guard Academy.
Admission ffl~.
Vic/or/Victoria performed at the
3and 7p.m.

Mde

rt

enter,

MAY}"
CC Downtown Gourmet 'ric featuring Tony D's.
305 Stale Strt:.~l.6p,m, 443.5412
MAYSlh
"Cirque Eloise" circus in IUding acrobats, aerialists,
juggl'rs, downs, and music but in a new and
exciting style, Garde Arts enter. 8:00p.m. For
tickets, call 444-7373.
UPCOMING EVENTS:

:'
.Bv AMANDA

Prison Art Exhibit at Hygienic Arts Center, 79-83
Bank St. April 7'h-May 26tl" Thursday and Friday
4-lOp.m., Saturdays noon-6p,m.
Yale University Art Gallery, Phiilp Gus/on; A NI'W
Alphabet on display from April 25'h-]uly JOd'. Call
Marie Weltzein at (203) 432-D611for more
information.

client Ultimate

ummer League
ginners to Pros
sday Evenings
Begins May 25
: 860·675·0077
cl Itimate.eom

Solie Witt print exhibit at the Alva Gallery, 11
State St. On display from April 22·kl-May 20.
Tuesday-Saturday II a.m,-Sp.m.
If you know of any upcoming etJt'nts that you
would likl' tht' collt'gt' community to bt' awart' of,
please email Rt.bt.ka/r Page at rw.pag@conncoll.edu.
C!nly t'vents occurring in the wt't'k follOWing tht'
ISSUt'date of the current papt'r will be included.

. '"
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Floralia 2000 Bands
continued from page 1

chor Ounsworth's fuzzed guitar work
and often extended feedback solos."
melodic and markedly more mellow
Gerard Egan (guitar), Ed Zeiter
feel than has previously been wit(keyboard), Dave Godowsky (bass)
nessed at Floralia."
and Matt Kane (drums) make up GAlso performing will be Conn's
Qua, a Conn band that Egan describes
own My Thumb is a Pirate, featuring
as "sort of a combination of blues,
Tyler Sargent (bass guitar), Joe POllS funk, and jazz." According to Egan,
(drums), Lee Sargent and Sean
G-Qua plays "a mix of original and
Greeuhalgh (guitar). Greenhalgh
cover songs" and "also like[s]to go
explains that "all members of the ice fishing."
band contribute vocally," adding that
The newest campus band in the
the band's "raw sound" may illicit the schedule is The Lingo, featuring John
labels "emo" or "indie" if listeners
Mulhern (keyboard), Graham Grilli
try to categorize their style.
(bass) and Jared Marcus (drums).
TV Eyes, another campus band,
Greenhalgh says, "This band has
includes Alec Ounsworth (guitar),
shown the ability to play in complex
Eric Gaskell
(bass)
and Jay
time signatures, to jam our for the
Kotsgarten (drums). Greenhalgh
hippies, and to inject a healthy helpidentifies TV Eyes' influences as the ing of funk into an otherwise 'white
Velvet Underground and the Talking
boy' campus music scene."
Heads, though "this band's sound is
With this impressive variety of
hard to define." He also says that musical acts, Floralia '00 promises to
"Tight drumming by Kotsgarten and be a much needed dose of energy and
thundering bass work by Gaskell an- entertainment for the Conn campus.

FRIDAY,APRIL

Earth Day

--..
~I
I

. continued from page 1

needs without threatening
our
children's future."
After Keating, the day's spiritual
theme will continue. "The Hookah
Kats," a tribal and jazz funk band,
will perform at 1:40 p.m. At 2:20
p.m., Sufi dancer Zubin Benoit will
lead a traditional Sufi goddess dance
to the theme of "Reconnect to Mother
Earth." Sufism is the Islamic path of
spirituality that stresses the harmony
of man animals, and nature.
Mohegan spiritual leader Walking
Fox, Mohegan Sachem will theu
speak at 3: 15 p.m. on the need to take
care of Mother Earth.
The day will conclude with a dramatic reading of Chief Seattle's renowned enviromental proclamation,
which explained the intimate relationship of man and earth, and the
notion that the earth does not belong
to man, but vice versa, at 3:25 p.m.,
American Economic Review, and The
followed by a drumming concert led
Journal of Law and Economics.
by CC dance instructor Jerry Ziegler.
From 1995 to 1999, LOll was the
Along with the speakers and perJohn M. Olin Law and Economics
formers, there will be several events
Fellow at the University of Chicago
running throughout the day (II a.m.
Law School. The previous year, he
to 4 p.m.), The Connecticut Energy
was an Olin Visiting Professor at the
Cooperative will be displaying the
University of Chicago Graduate
Honda Insight, a sport utility vehicle
School of Business. He was an assisthat is the first US car to run on a
tant professor at the Wharton School
combination of gas and electricity.
of Business at the University of PennAttendees can also walk a labyrinth
sylvania for four years prior to that.
that has been used by monks and
In 1988 and 1989, he was the Chief
"spiritual seekers closer to Mother
Economist at the United States SenEarth
and the ultimate reality." Sevtencing Commission. Lott has been
a visiting fellow at the Cornell Uni- eral vendors selling Native American,
Tibetan and African products will be
versity Law School, Rice University,
present, as will Indian and Tibetan
and the Hoover Institution at Stanford
University. Loll earned his Ph. D., vegetarian food providers.
There will be a variety of activiM.A., and B.A. in Economics from
ties for children throughout the day.
UCLA.
Kids can learn how to make their own
paper out of household trash, paint
flags in tribute to Mother Earth and
then fly them, and color and sing
throughout the day.
woman and eat dinner in Harris with
All food will be served on disposGoodwin, who will dress up as WWF
star "The Rock" if donn damage and able plates with cutlery made of
100% biodegradeable cornstarch. All
cleanup bills are lower than they were
plastic and paper will thus be recycled
last year.
When asked what he would be and thus no landfill waste will be genwearing, McEver said he wasn't sure. erated by the day's activities.
I "I haven't shopped yet: I don't have
an ensemble collected."

I
I

who invited LOll to campus. "In the
same way that Mary Daly challenged
the conventional wisdom held by
most students, faculty and staff, so
too will Dr. LOll challenge what we
think."
Loll is also the author of Should
Predatory Commitments Credible?:
Who Should the Courts Believe? (U.
of Chicago, 1999) and the editor of
Uncertainty and Economic Evolution: Essays in Honor of Armen
Alchian (Routledge, 1999).

His areas of research include, law
and economics, public choice and
public finance and industrial organization. He has published over seventy articles in academic journals.
including Journal of Legal Studies,
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More Guns, Less Crime
continued from page 1
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Food and Fun at Floralia
continued from page 1
For their parts, Goodwin and
McEver plan to help out by eucouraging students to keep the campus
clean in a most unique way.
If Physical Plant cbarges for
cleanup of the grounds and the college center are less than they were last
year, McEver will dress up as a

urp
I
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1501 Route 12
Gales Ferry, CT
(860) 464-7241

.

7

868 Flanders Rd.
Mystic, CT
(860) 536-2424

U STORE IT has been serving Conn College students' storage needs
for a number of years. We have always offered discounts to students
Who prepay the four summer months in advance. Just so you know, we
plan to continue this tradition.
If you have never stored with us in the past, here are just some reasons why you should ...

WE OFFER:
-CLEAN,DRYSTORAGE
- SECURITY LIGHTING AND GATES
- SECURITY SURVEILLANCE

-NO DEPOSIT
Now what you really want to know ... the student discount prices!!!
5x5 = 150.00 (3 months, get the fourth free)
5x10 = 207.00 (3 months, get the fourth free)
10x10 = 315.00 (3 months, get the fourth free)
In order to secure a space for the summer, you must reserve it. We
can accept a credit card over the phone. ACT NOW, THEY GO QUICK!

DIRECTIONS

TO GALES FERRY LOCATION:

Take 95 North to Exit 86 (left exit). Follow signs for the Sub Base.
U STORE IT is approximately 1 mile past the base on the left.
DIRECTIONS

TO MYSTIC LOCATION:

Take 95 to North to Exit 88. At the bottom of the exit ramp turn left.
At the light take a right on~o Rt.184. At the next light take a right on Flanders Rd.
U STORE IT is about 1 mile down at the bottom of the hill on the left.
.
:(

.
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Sides Tops the List
Sets New Lax Goal-Scoring Record
By CHARLES HASSELL
sports editor
While Tim Boyd has been the
man lately, Parker Sides '00 has been
the mack. The attackman recently
became the all-time leading goal

I

j

scorer in men's lacrosse at Connecticut College. He took the top spot on
the list during a 16-11 loss to rival
Williams
on April
18" in
Williamstown, MA. Sides chalked
up 6 goals in the game, surpassing
Tom Gately's career record of 127.
Gately starred from 1988-91, and
he was the program's first All-American following his senior season.
Sides tied Gately's record for career
goals in the Camels 11-10 loss to
Skidmore on April 15.
Transferring

from the University

of Vermont after his freshman year,
Sides currently has J 33 goals and 54
assists for 187 points. He has a very
good shot at surpassing the program's
all-time scoring mark of 200 points,

achieved by Gately (127 goals, 73
assists) over the course offour years.
Before taking Gately's mark, Sides
will have to pass up alum Matt Shea
(1990-93) who has 195 points (119
goals, 76 assists).
Sides leads Conn in scoring this
season with 32 goals and 11 assists,
and he was an honorable mention
selection on Street and Smith's College Lacrosse USA Men's preseason
All-America team. He was a second
team AII-NESCAC performer in
1999, leading the Camels in scoring
with 50 points (36 goals, 14 assists).
In his sophomore year, Sides also
led Conn in scoring with 94 points, a
school single-season record. He also
established a record in goals for a
season with 65 while earning first
team All-New England Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association (NElLA)
recognition. The senior super star
will next be in action on Saturday,
April 29· versus Springfield College
on Harkness Green.

Boyd Reaches One
~!Hundred Goal Mark
i1

By CHARLES HASSELL
sports editor
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Tim Boyd '01 became the I?"
player in the history of the Connecticut College men's lacrosse program
to score 100 goals. He accomplished
this milestone in the Camels 15-4 win
over Tufts, a snotty NESCAC rival.
Boyd dominated from his midfield
position, scoring four goals in the
Camel's first conference victory of
the spring season.
Three days after that victory,
Boyd stored four goals and assisted
on two more as the Camels fell to
Skidmore, 11-10. That showing
pushed Boyd's career totals in goals
to 72, and assists to 34, giving him
106 points. He ranks 11" all-time in

goals scored, 19LII in assists, and 151h
in points. In the 2000 season Boyd
is second on the team in scoring with
29 points (21 goals, 8 assists).
Last season he became the first
sophomore in the history of the program to earn All-America honors.
Boyd was an honorable mention selection following a 39 point season
(30 goals, 9 assists).
In addition to his lacrosse prowess, Boyd is also a three-year member of the men's ice hockey team. He
was a defenseman over the winter,
posting seven points in a disappointing campaign. The lacrosse team
hasn't faired much better at 3-7, but
they are worth watching just to see
Boyd in action.
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Mike Pfaff, a senior distance runner. battles the gloomy New London elements on Saturday, April 22nd at the Silfen Invitational held at Connecticut
College. Pfaff completed this 3000 meter steeplechase in 10:11.56, good enough for first place as COIlIltook third in the meet. (Trevor Brown)

Back on Track: Success at Wes Highlights Great Season
By CHARLES HASSELL
spo~ts editor
The Connecticut College men's
track and field team is nearing the end
of one of their best seasons ever. In
fact captain
Mike Smith '00
(Brewster, MA) deemed the 2000
spring outdoor season, "Better than
any other year I've been here. We've
done great so far this season." The
outdoor track season is normally
short, this year consisting of only four
invitational
meets before the
NESCAC Championships.
This
means the athletes only have a short
while, not much more than a month,
to practice and compete in outdoor
events. It hasn't helped matters that
the weather has been consistently
bad, but Camel athletes are warriors.
The season began at the Trinity
Invitational on April I". The men
were not terrible bnt not great, finishing in the middle of the pack (9
out of 16). However, the mediocre
showing apparently acted as motivation, because they next traveled to
Wesleyan for the best meet of the
year ..

A number of men performed very
well at the Wesleyan Invitational,
seven earned first place honors. The
Camels scored 137 points, finishing
second to Bryant College (170 points)
in a field of 19 teams. Distance man
Mike Pfaff '00 (West Hartford, CT)
said, ''That [Wesleyan meet] was one
of our best finishes in recent
memory." Brandeis came in third
with 94, followed by Eastern Connecticut with 86 and Wesleyan with
a score of 79.
I
First place finishers in the middle
distance events included Ryan
Williamson '03 (Bronx, NY) iu the
400 meter with a personal record of
:51.05. Smith captured first place in
the 800 meter race with a. time of
2:00.33, and the 4x4oo meter relay
team of Sean Hamill '03, Nick
Roetter '03, Williamson and Smith in
3:30.30, a season-best.
For the distance runners, Pfaff
took the gold in the 3000 meter
steeplechase with an impressive
10:11.56. Jared Lamb '03, Britt
Haselton '03, Alex Roe '03 and Dave
Clayman '03 made up the winning
distance medley team, crossing the

finish line in 11:16.81. Pfaff mentioned that, "We've had a larger distance team this year, so we've been
able to represent decently in a lot of
different events."
Multi-talented
athlete Tope
Adekanbi '01 (Hackensack, NJ) won
the high jump, clearing six feet, two
inches. Alan Baldwin '01 (Goshen,
CT) won the hammer throw with a
personal best performance of 117
feet, seven inches.
Baldwin commented, "Man, I really chucked that
thing."
Other highlights of the meet include
John O'Donnell's
'00
(Hinesburg, VT) second-place finish
in the 110 meter hurdles (:17.86). Tim
Host '02 (Lake Geneva, WI) came in
third in the 10,000 meters, completing the race in a time of 34:58.36.
Nate Portier '01 (Longmeadow, MA)
placed third in the high jump at five
feet, eight inches. Mawuli Nyaku '01
(Accra, Ghana) was third in the long
jump and triple jump at 19 feet one
and half inches and a personal best
41 feet, respectively. Seth Cole '01
(Haverford, PAl placed third in the
hammer throw at 113 feet, eight

inches.
Since that high point the team
continued to perform well, placing.
fourth at the Springfield College In' .
vitational on April 15th, and third al
the Silfen Invitational April 22"":'
Said Pfaff, "It's been a good season
so far, and we hope to do well in the
NESCAC meet [this weekend at
Tufts] and qualify for some championship races."
The captain summed up the season well in these words. "We've been
a lot more competitive in meets lhi~
year, and definitely not been the eellar dweller of past seasons. Everybody is psyched up
for the
NESCAC's, it will be a good guage
for how good we are because this
conference has a lot of talent. Everyone has worked hard, and I think
it's gonna payoff."
Following the NESCAC Cham: •
pionships, the team will compete at
Springfield in the New England Division illChampionships on May 6th, ~
and then the All-New England Championship at Ucono, pending qualification.

KESSLER'S KORNER: Elian, The Sports Fan
A fictional conversation with everybody's favorite Cuban refugee
Bv MATTHEW B. KESSLER
associate sports editor

Senior captain Richard Bole easily defeated Matt Solomon of Brandeis
College, 6-3, 6-3. The Camels won this one going away. (Trevor Brown)

Camel Tennis Nets
Three Wins in a Row
By CHARLES HASSELL
sports editor
Well folks the men's tennis team
is tenting it up again. After dropping
a couple of tough L's to Trinity and
Amherst, they are currently on a 3
game win-streak.
The first win was a hard-fought
one at Wesleyan in which number one
seed Richard Bole (9-4) fell, but the
other seeds picked up the slack and
earned a 4 to 3 victory. After that
narrow escape, the Camels traveled
to neighbor and rival U.S Coast
Guard Academy on April 24·. Well,
those Coastie boys might know how
to sai I a boat, hut we waxed 'em in
tennis, 6-1.
Carrying the confidence from
diose tWO wins, tt1e men returned

home to face a strong Brandeis team
on their own Conn College courts last
Tuesday, April 27". In another convincing win, the men took every
match but one for the second time in
a row, beating Brandeis 6-1. The
team finished

the season undefeated

at home.
This team has played well all
year, and they are currently sporting
a not-too-shabby-at-all
9 and 5
record.
Consequently
Coach
Doebler's team has a lot of confidence going into the NESCAC
Championship at Middlebury this
weekend, April 28"-30". 'Phere is
some good tennis being played by the
Camels lately, and I would expect
good things in the upcoming tournament play.

I spoke to E1ian Gonzalez by
phone about a week ago, just before INS agents raided his relative's
home in Florida where he had been
staying and, with armed troops by
their side, returned him to his father as orders by the United States
Judiciary had dictated. We talked
about how nice he thought the
United States was and how much
he enjoyed being in Florida. I
asked him what he wanted to do
now that he was finally in America,
the land of the free. r was shocked
to learn that he was a huge sports
fan who possessed a wealth of
sports knowledge well beyond his
six years and wanted to attend
many sporting events. Naturally,
he wanted me to join him once his
whole custody battle was settled. 1
told him I would be glad to do so,
but first I wanted to find out just
how informed he was about American sports.
Elian began by stating that his
favorite sport was baseball, his favorite baseball players being the
Hernandez brothers, Livan and Orlando (EI Duque), who escaped
Cuba the same way he had to pursue their professional baseball careers. I told him he had made good
choices, as Livan was the 1997
World Series MVP while he
pitched for the Florida Marlins (he
now plays for the San Francisco
Giants) and El Duque had already
won a World Series with the New
York Yankees just last year and was
emerging as the stat's ace pitcher,
a staff which includes Cy Young

winners Roger Clemens and David
Cone (you Red Sox fans remember
Roger, don't you?).
He told me he had been following the Florida Marlins ever since
coming over from Cuba on Thanksgiving Day. He reasoned that their
off-season moves were sound for a
rebuilding ball club and was ecstatic
over their quick start this season, as
they are in the midst of the National
League East's division race with the
powerful Atlanta Braves and New
York Mets. We both agreed that the
Marlins starting pitching staff was
one of the most promising young
staffs in baseball, featuring fireballer
Brad Penny ("He thrdws absolute
gas," as E1ian put it) to go along with
staff ace Alex Fernandez, who is Cuban incidentally. He likes what he
has seen early in the season from outfielder Preston Wilson and believes
third baseman Mike Lowell, who has
Cuban heritage and is married to a
Cuban Women, has all-star potential.
"Its in the blood Kess!" he said. 1
had absolutely no dispute with his
astute analysis.
Before

we could

talk any more

baseball, Elian turned his attention to
basketball, as Seattle Supersonic forward Lazaro Borrell had recently become the first Cuban to start an NBA
game in the history of the league. He
was proud of his fellow countryman
and proceeded to outline the strengths
and weaknesses of his game. "He has
good footwork, but he needs to improve his rebounding and defensive
positioning, but that will come over
time," he told me. 1 told him I was
impressed with Borrell) shooting
touch and knowledge or the game.

''He still has much to learn about the
NBA game," Elian reminded me. I
asked him whom he believed would
win the NBA championship this season, and he took little time to respond.
'The Lakers! Who else? Shaqdaddy
is going to bring down the house." I
hung up the phone knowing Shaq was
indeed a superstar whose popularity
had spanned the globe and that Elian
had this American sports thing down.
I was sad to see Elian go, although
he seemed to be happy to be reunited
with his father. He left before we had
the chance to embark upon our Sportmgjourney in the United States. Fortunately I was able to communicate
with him through AOL Instant Messenger (screenarne: Leavemealone,
for all those interested) this past
Wednesday. I asked him if he had
heard about the work stoppage Cuban leaders had called for in Florida
the previous day on part of his behalf I pointed out the fact that four
Flonda Marlin players and numerous
other players from around the league
With Cuban bloodlines had sat out
Tuesday's game to protest the decisIOn. to remove Elian from his
relative's home in Florida.
"Cool," Elian had replied. "1
guess they really care, But I am
happy being with my father now. I
hope to return to the United States
someday in the future, and We can 0
to a Marlins game together."
g
I said that would be great. He told
me he needed to go see some woman
who was going to ask him questions
about action figures or something so
he would have to talk to me late; I
wrote goodbye and signed off. I then
proceeded to call the Flo&da Marlins

ticket office.
"Hi, my name is Matthew
Kessler. I happen to be a personal
friend of Elian Gonzalez. Did
you know he is a huge Marlins
fan? 1 was wondering whether
their was any roorh on the season
ticket request list, so that by time
my name comes up, Elian will be
back in Florida and we could be
Sure to have tickets to a Marlins
game."
"Season ticket plan?" the
woman responded.
"Hell, we
only draw 9,000 people a game.
By time your buddy gets back to
Florida, we may be the portland
Land Sharks of the American
League West."
I reasoned that their was no
need to buy tickets so far in advance, considering the fact that
the Marlins may not even exist by
the time Elian returns. Oh well.
Maybe 1 can make a hockey fan
out of Elian. The Florida Panthers
are a pretty decent team and feature the NHL's top goal scorer,
Pavel Bure. If were lucky, Pavel
will stilI be around filling the n~t
WIth pucks when Elian makes his
return ttip. Who knows, we could
even sit next to Bure's fiancee,
teenage tennis sensation Anua
Kournikova. 1 know she would
love to meet Elian.
Sbe. is
definately a hotly. I'm sure Blian
would agree. What true spotUfan
WOUldn't?
NOTE: Please send your
comments andlor questions of
KESSLER'S KORNEll. to Matthewat~.

